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Boggy Lake was found by some Murray Bridge windsurfers in the early 90’s. It is 
now very popular. 
 
It may be a bit hard to find on your own. All you need to do is head for Strathalbyn and 
take the turn-off to Langhorne Creek (Alternatively, you can come from Murray Bridge via 
the South Eastern Freeway). 
 
17km from Langhorne Creek heading toward Wellington there is a patch of water on 
your right. This is it! Through the gate or just follow all the cars in the area with the roof 
racks loaded with windsurfers. It is just a paddock next to a lake with no facilities at all, but 
it does have flat water and the strongest most consistent wind in nearly any wind direction. 
A farmer owns the land but he will let windsurfers 
in there subject to a few rules:  
 
1. No Dogs 
2. No burnouts or speeding 
3. No Litter 
4. Lock the gate every time 
5. No hassling the sheep or cows! 
6. Fires OK subject to Fire Season Restrictions. 
 
Camping at Boggy Lake is common and there is 
plenty of grass to rig up on.  
 
For the speed sailors sail upwind to the speed 
strip next to the reeds on the south shore. It does 
not get any better.  
 
There is usually a big crowd on the weekends.  
 
If you cannot stay upwind yet, on a windsurfer or a kite, then Boggy is not very good 
because there is no beach to come in downwind.  
 
Being able to touch the bottom for about 200m, you can always walk back, and water-
starting is easy. 
 
 
Boggy Lake Wind Monitor 
 
Call: 0403 914 641 (setup by Simon Mee) 
 
Get the latest Wind conditions at Boggy Lake. 
Get recent wind history. 
Register your intent to visit the lake - the online service will tell you how many others will 
be there as well. 


